
On Parenting 
“Children are educated by what the grown-up is and not by his talk.” -Carl Jung 

It’s All About Time 
 

Understand that your kids want you to be with them. Children don’t oppose spending 
time with their parents, it's just that parents want to dictate the activities. So spend more time 
with the kids, sacrifice in order to do so. They want to spend time with you, especially if they see 
that you’re sacrificing in order to go along with what they want to do. Don’t make the time spent 
together seem like a special occasion. Often times the most mundane activities done together are 
what give children their fondest memories. Sacrificing to have shared time in their interests or 
discovering new interests with them will fill them with fondness and nostalgia in their 
adulthood.1 
 

It’s Normal to Have Favorites, But Never Show it 
 

You’ll likely have one child you like above the rest. Don’t obsess over it. Accept it and 
never show it. Your favorite will likely be because they have similar personality traits or values 
to you. If asked by your children, tell them you love them all equally. Children’s perceived 
unequal treatment has long term detrimental effects on their relationships with one another.2 
 

The Proper Way to Spur Improvement 
 

Whatever task your children undertake, instill in them a willingness to try even if they 
don’t know the right answer. Encourage them to find the answer by giving solid and consistent 
effort. Whether or not they have natural talent for that task is secondary. Focus on rewarding 
their well-intentioned efforts with praise. Any action that your children take that is rewarded will 
be more likely to be repeated in subsequent instances.3 

 
The goal of praising effort-based results is to build a lifelong habit of not being afraid of 

failure and persisting toward their objective until it has been reached. Whenever they obtain a 
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notable achievement, praise them not based on any talent they may have possessed, but on the 
practice, study, and perseverance they displayed when they made an honest effort.4 
 

Monkey See Monkey Do 
 

Children watch, imitate, and constantly absorb lessons from their environment. They set 
themselves models, or standards, and then measure themselves against it.The chief object of 
children’s emulation is found in their parents. For sons, this is particularly true about their 
fathers; therefore fathers, according to the ancient Greco-Roman biographer Plutarch, should 
“make themselves a manifest example to their children, above all by not misbehaving and doing 
as they ought to do. Thereby children, by looking at their fathers lives as in a mirror, may be 
deterred from disgraceful words and deeds.”5 
 

Children need heroes, a standard to live up to, and an ideal to strive for. That hero could 
be you, flaws and all. Thereby the direction of your children’s development rests solely on your 
shoulders.6 
 

An Effective Way to Gain Good Behavior 
 

As many parents can attest to, young children are not creatures based on logic, but on 
emotion and selfish wants. As such, you will find yourself in situations where you need your kids 
to be on their utmost best behavior, but they are uncooperative. Since you may not be able to 
reason with them about why they must behave well, you’ll have to be more creative. In this 
instance, give each child a virtual amount of cash for every hour of good behavior. The same 
amount is subtracted for breaking the rules. All goodies are purchased from that account. No 
balance, no goodies.7 
 

Avoid a Rift at All Costs 
 

When your children grow up, recognize that you’ll need them a lot more than they’ll need 
you. Keep this in perspective. When they are young adults they will go out into the world, forge 
new relationships, and start their own lives. You, on the other hand, will be facing the twilight of 
your lifespan. You have lived the bulk of your life at this point, and new relationships are more 
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difficult to cultivate. Having poor relations with adult children will most likely lead to a feeling 
of incompleteness that becomes more acute toward the end of life. It is you that has invested a 
large sum of time in raising your kids and you’ll likely want a return on that investment.8 
 

Parent-child conflicts are often due to a feeling of betrayal, humiliation, anger, or 
indifference. These feelings could stem from abandonment, harsh criticism/comparison, and 
other forms of injustice that occurred when they were children. As children grow into their late 
teens and early 20’s, common rifts include using financial support to control newly minted 
adults, pushing them into career fields they don’t like and using probing questions to 
micromanage their lives.  

 
The best-case scenario would be to prevent such problems in the first place, spot the 

problem early on and defuse it. Act immediately after the rift occurs. Communication is key. Let 
them vent and know that their viewpoints have been heard. Tell them (demonstrate through your 
actions) that you have always had their best interest at heart, despite any injustice they may feel. 
Remember that views of both parties harden quickly, making it tougher to act. And if all else 
fails, the parents compromise and apologize for any perceived wrongdoings. Keep in mind that 
the parent of an adult child needs the relationship more.  

 
Here is a rule of thumb: The cause of the rift may seem important at the time, but they are 

almost never worth the pain of separation.9 

 

Take a Lifelong View of Relationships with Children 
 

When old age hits, children provide a sense of continuity, meaning, attachment, and 
ultimately a sense of a greater purpose in life. Take a long-term perspective with your kids and 
know that there is a payoff beyond price for sacrificing, spending time, and mending 
disagreements. It is important to invest and treat your kids right now while you have the chance. 
Don’t let the feeling of needing to make the “perfect” decision stop you. There is no perfect child 
nor a perfect parent. Mistakes will be made, accept that and move forward.10 
 
Takeaway: Children are a large time investment which requires a large amount of sacrifice. 
Above all, young children want to spend time with you. It is shared activities that give them the 
most joy. This is the time they will get to know you as much as you get to know them. They will 
mirror your actions, so make sure whatever you ask of them you are doing yourself. Children are 
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a long-term commitment that goes beyond the 18 or so years of raising them. If you do right by 
them, they will provide a sense of continuity and meaning as you approach the end of life.  
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